
SPECIFICATION

TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

BE IT KNOWN THAT WE, Yuji Aburakawa, a

citisen of Japan residing at 2-9-206, Siagxta 9-chorae,

Isogo-ku, Yokohama-Shi, Kanagawa 235-0033 Japan,

Hitoshi Yoshino, a citizen of Japan residing at

21-10-301, Koyaba 3-chome, Yokosuka-shi, Kanagawa

238-0026 Japan, Toru Otsu, a citizen of Japan residing

at 37-8^ Noukendai 5-chome, Kanazawa-ku, Yokohama-shi,

Kanagawa 236-0057 Japan and Yasushi Yamao, a citizen

of Japan residing at 92-38, Uraga-cho 6-chome,

Yokosuka-shi, Kanagawa 239-0822 Japan have invented

certain new and useful improvements in

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AND INFORMATION

TRANSMISSION METHOD, AND, OPTICAL SPACE

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AND OPTICAL SPACE

TRANSMISSION METHOD

of which the following is a specification:-
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TTTLE OF THE INVSNTTON

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AND

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION METHOD, AND, OPTICAL SPACE

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AND OPTICAL SPACE TRANSMISSION

5 METHOD

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of tile Invention

The present invention relates to an

10 information transmission method and the system.

More particularly, the present invention relates to

an information transmission method and the system

tolerant of both of rain and fog. In addition, the

present invention relates to an optical space

15 transmission system and the method in which

degradation of transmission quality and circuit

disconnection are decreased.

2- Description of the Related Art

First, conventional technologies of a

20 first aspect will be described.

Figs . lA and IB show block diagrams showing

conventional optical space transmission apparatuses.

As for Fig.lA, in a sending station 1, a

signal to be transmitted is input from an input

25 terminal 3. Then, the signal is converted to a

signal format for optical transmission by a signal

converter 5. The optical transmitter 6 sends the

optical signal to the air. The optical signal is

received by an optical receiver 7 in a receiving

30 station 2 and converted to an electrical signal*

The electrical signal is converted into an

information signal by a signal converter 8 and

output from an output terminal 4.

As for an example shown in Fig. IB, in the

35 sending station 1, a signal to be transmitted is

input from an input terminal 3. Then, the signal is

converted to a signal format for optical
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transmission by a signal converter 5, The optical

transmitter 6 sends the optical signal to ths air.

The optical signal' is received by an aperture
enlarged by a receive aperture enlarger 9 in the

5 receiving side 2. Then, the optical signal forms an

optical image on a receive aperture surface of an

optical receiver so that the optical signal is

received by the optical receiver 7, The optical

signal received by the optical receiver 7 is

10 converted to an electrical signal. The electrical

signal is converted into an information signal by a

signal converter 8 and output from an output

terminal 4

.

According to the above-mentioned

15 configuration, when the optical signal transmitted

from the optical transmitter is sent to the

receiving station via the air^, intensity of receive

light may fluctuates (spot dancing, beam bending,

scintillation) in the receiving station since the

20 refractive index of the air changes due to

fluctuations of air temperature and humidity so that

propagation path of the light beam fluctuates, Thus^

there is a problem in that circuit quality

degradation or circuit disconnection occurs due to

25 the above-mentioned fluctuations even in good

weather.

It is possible that the effect of the

fluctuations can be decreased by enlarging the

receive aperture as shown in Fig. IB. However, it is

30 difficult to prepare a large aperture due to lack of

image formation technique and limitation of the size

of the apparatus. In the configurations shown in

Figs.lA and IB, although electrical/optical (E/0)

converters and optical/electrical {0/S) converters

35 are provided, they are not shown in the figures.

Next, conventional technologies of a

second aspect of the present invention will be



described.

Conventionally, a radio transmission and
an optical space transmission are performed
separately. The conventional information
transmission method will be described with reference
to Figs,2A and 2B. Fig.2A is a block diagram of a
conventional radio transmission system, and Fig.2B
is a block diagram of a conventional optical space
transmission system.

In a conventional radio transmission
system, data (information signal) is input from an
input terminal in a sending station 1001. The
signal is converted into a radio signal of radio
frequency band by a radio modulator 1002, and sent
to the air via a radio transmitter 1003 and an
antenna 1004,

In a receiving station 1005, the sent
radio signal is received by a radio receiver 1007
via an antenna 1006, and the received signal is
demodulated into original data (information signal)
by a radio signal demodulator 1008*

On the other hand, according to a

conventional optical space transmission system shown
in Fig.2B, data {information signal) is input from
an input terminal in a sending station 1009, The
signal is converted into a signal format for optical
communication by a signal converter 1010. After
that, the signal is converted into an optical signal
by an electric/optical (E/0) converter 1011 and the
optical signal is sent to the air by an optical
transmitter 1012,

In a receiving station 1013, the sent
optical signal is received by an optical receiver
1014, Then, the signal is converted into an
electrical signal by an optical/electrical (O/E)

converter 1015. After that, the signal (information
signal) is converted into original signal by a
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signal converter 1016

.

Accordingly, since either radio
transmission or optical transmission is used for
conventional information transmission, the sending

5 station and the receiving station in a radio
transmission system only have functions of sending
and receiving a radio signal respectively, and the
sending station and the receiving station in a

optical space transmission system only have
10 functions of sending and receiving an optical signal

respectively

.

However, for realizing high capacity
information transmission by the conventional
information transmission system, there is a problem

15 in that keeping reliable availability and long
distance transmission are difficult.

That is, for realizing high capacity
information transmission in radio transmission,
since wide bandwidth becomes necessary, the radio

20 frequency band becomes usually high frequency band
(submillimeter wave, millimeter wave). This
frequency band is resistant to fog, however, very
large propagation loss occurs due to rain in this
frequency band. Thus, it is necessary to provide a

25 large margin considering attenuation due to rain.

In addition, as for optical space
transmission, it is resistant to rain, however,
remarkably large propagation loss occurs due to

degradation of visibility by fog. Therefore, it is

30 necessary to provide a large margin considering
attenuation by fog.

As mentioned above, the conventional
information system in which only one of radio
transmission and optical space transmission is

35 performed is not resistant to rain or fog. Thus, it

is necessary to provide a margin considering rain or
fog so that keeping reliable availability or long



distance transmission are difficult.

SUMMARY OF TRF. rMVENTIQ>J

It is a first object of the present
invention to provide an optical space transmission
system, an optical space transmission method and an
optical space transmission apparatus which can
decrease degradation of transmission quality and
circuit disconnection even when the refractive index
of the air changes due to fluctuations of
temperature and humidity of the air.

It is a second object of the present
invention to provide an information transmission
system and an information transmission method
resistant to both of rain and fog.

The above object is achieved by an

information transmission system for transmitting
information from a sending apparatus to a receiving
apparatus^ the information transmission • system
including:

a sending apparatus for modulating an

information signal, generating a plurality -of

signals including an optical signal from the

information signal which is modulated, and
transmitting the plurality of signals via a

plurality of routes; and

a receiving apparatus for receiving the

plurality of signals from the sending apparatus,
combining the plurality of signals, and outputting
the information signal

-

In the information transmission system,

the plurality of signals are a plurality of optical
signals or signals including a radio signal,

According to the invention, since the

information signal is modulated and can be

transmitted by an optical signal, signal processing
technology such as equalization, diversity combining
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which are used in radio communication can be applied

.

Thus, degradation of transmission quality and

circuit disconnection can be decreased, and high

quality transmiss ion can be performed even when the

5 refractive index of the air changes due to

fluctuations of temperature and humidity of the air.

Further, since transmission by both of an optical

signal and an radio signal can be performed, an

information transmission system resistant to both of

10 rain and fog can be provided.

The above object is also achieved by an

optical space transmission system in which a sending

side (a first optical space transmission apparatus)

converts an information signal into a radio

15 modulation signal and sends the radio modulation

signal as an optical signal, and a receiving side (a

second optical space transmission apparatus)

receives the optical signal by a plurality of

optical receivers which converts the outputs into

20 electrical signals and performs diversity combining

for the electrical signals

.

Accordingly, by receiving the transmitted

optical signal by a plurality of optical receivers,

a plurality of optical signals having relatively low

25 correlation can be obtained via almost independent

optical paths. In addition, by sending the

information signal after converting into a radio

modulation signal, radio signal processing can be

applied for baseband processing in the optical

30 transmitters and optical receivers. Thus, receive

quality can be improved by diversity processing and

equalization

.

In addition, transmission capacity can be

enlarged by multilevel modulation and the like.

35 The sending side converts an information

•signal to be sent into a radio modulation signal,

divides the output into a plurality of branches, and



converts signals of the branches into optica.1

signals and transmits said optical signals to the

air. Or, the sending side divides the information

signal into a plurality of branches, converts the

signals of the branches into radio modulation

signals which are sent to the air as optical signals

The receiving side receives the optical signals

together and converts the optical signals into

electrical signals, and equalizes and combines the

electrical signals

,

Accordingly, by sending signals from a

plurality of optical transmitters, receiving the

signals together by one optical receiver, and

equalizing and combining the output, diversity

combining effect can be obtained for a plurality of

optical signals having relatively low correlation

via almost independent optical paths. In addition,

since the information signal is sent after

converting into a radio modulation signal, high

quality diversity effect can be obtained by

performing equalization and combining as radio

signal processing *

In addition , a configuration including a

plurality of optical transmitters and a plurality of

optical receivers can be realized in addition to a

configuration including one optical transmitter and

a plurality of optical receivers, and a

configuration including a plurality of optical

transmitters and one optical receiver. Thus,

transmission quality can be further improved.

In addition, one or more delay circuits

can be provided for delaying a part of signals in

the branches can be delayed and transmitted to the

air. In the receiving side, the transmitted signals

are received together, converted into electrical

signals, equalized and combined. As a result, time

diversity reception can be realized.



Accordingly, degradation of transmission

quality due to effect of fluctuating path according

to time can be dispersed with respect to time so

that transmission quality can be improved.

In addition^ the sending side converts an

information signal to be sent into a radio

modulation signal, divides the radio modulation

signal into a plurality of branches, delays a signal

of a branch, multiplexes the delayed signal with

another signal, and sends the multiplexed signal as

an optical signal. The receiving side receives the

optical signal and converts the optical signal into

an electrical signal and equalizes and combines the

electrical signal so that time diversity reception

can be realized.

Accordingly, degradation of transmission

quality due to effect of fluctuating path according

to time can be dispersed with respect to time so

that transmission quality can be improved.

In the above-configuration, the radio

signal modulation part may include a baseband
modulation part, and a orthogonal modulation part

which orthogonally modulates output of the baseband
modulation part. As a result, the baseband radio

modulation signal can be transmitted as an optical
signal- The radio signal modulation part may
convert the output of the orthogonal modulation part
into intermediate frequency band signal or radio

frequency band signal. Then, the signal is

converted to an optical signal and transmitted.

The radio signal processing part in the

receiving side may include an orthogonal detection
part which detects baseband radio modulation signals,

an equalizer which equalizes output of the

orthogonal detection part, and a baseband

demodulation part which converts output of the

equalizer into an original information signal.



In addition, the radio signal processing

part may include a frequency converter which

converts a radio modulation signal of intermediate

frequency band or radio frequency band, an

orthogonal detection part which detects the baseband

signal output from the frequency converter, an

equalizer which equalizes output of the orthogonal

detection part, and a baseband demodulation part

which converts output of the equalizer into an

original information signal.

Accordingly^ when receiving optical

signals sent from a plurality of optical
transmitters, the signals can be equalized and

combined by using the equalizer

-

The diversity radio signal processing part

may include a plurality of orthogonal detection

parts which detect baseband signals received by the

optical receivers, and a baseband diversity
equalization combining part which combines outputs

of the orthogonal detection parts.

The diversity radio signal processing part
may include a diversity combining part which
combines signals of intermediate frequency band or

radxo frequency band received by the optical

receivers, a frequency converter for output of said

diversity combining part, an orthogonal detection
part which detects a baseband radio modulation
signal output from the frequency converter, an

equalizer which equalizes and combines output of the

orthogonal detection part, and a baseband
demodulation part which converts output of the

equalizer into an original information signal.

In addition, the diversity radio signal

processing part may include a plurality of frequency

converters which performs frequency conversion for

signals of intermediate frequency band or radio

frequency band received by the optical receivers.



and a baseband diversity equalisation combining part.

The diversity combining part for the

intermediate frequency band or the radio frequency
band may include a part for maximum ratio combining^

selection combining or equal gain combining. The

baseband diversity equalization combining part
equalizes a plurality of baseband signals, and

performs the maximum ratio combining'^ the selection
combining or the equal gain combining. Or, the

baseband diversity equalization combining part may
include adaptive decision feedback type transversal
combining diversity. The adaptive decision feedback
type transversal combining diversity may use an

adaptive algorithm for determining tap coefficient
of the transversal equalizer. The adaptive

algorithm may be the RLS algorithm, LMS algorithm
and the like.

The above-object is also achieved by an

information transmission method used for

transmitting information from a sending apparatus to
a receiving apparatus, the information transmission
method including the steps of:

the sending apparatus modulating an

information signal , transmitting the information
signal which is modulated to the receiving apparatus
via a plurality of routes as a radio signal and an

optical signal

;

• the receiving apparatus receiving the
radio signal transmitted from the sending apparatus
and outputting a first signal , and receiving the

optical signal transmitted from the sending

apparatus and outputting a second signal; and

the receiving apparatus combining the

first signal and the second signal, and regenerating
the information signal

.

According to the invention, since the
information signal is transmitted by two systems for
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the radio signal and the optical signal and the

signals ars diversity-combined in the receiving

station, even when one of signals in the two systems

is largely attenuated due to rain or fog, other

5 signal is not largely attenuated. Therefore,

resistance to both of rain and fog can be improved.

In addition, even when the signals of the two

systems are attenuated by rain and fog,

communication quality can be improved by diversity-

10 combining the signals

,

The information transmission method may

further includes the steps of

:

the sending apparatus dividing the

information signal into a first signal part and a

15 second signal part;

wherein the sending apparatus transmits

the first signal part to the receiving apparatus as

a radio signal, and transmits the second signal part

to the receiving apparatus as an optical signal

.

20 According to the invention, transmission

capacity can be doubled by transmitting different

signals by a radio transmission route and an optical

space transmission route

.

The above-object is also achieved by an

25 . information transmission method used for

transmitting information from a sending apparatus to

a receiving apparatus, the information transmission

method including the steps of:

selecting one of a first transmission mode

30 and a second transmission mode,

the sending apparatus dividing an

information signal into a first signal part and a

second signal part, modulating the first signal part

and the second s.ignal part;

35 controlling the sending apparatus such

that the first signal part is transmitted to the

receiving apparatus as a radio signal and the second
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signal part is transmitted to the receiving

apparatus as an optical signal when the first

transmission mode is selected;

controlling the sending apparatus such

5 that the information signal is transmitted to the

receiving apparatus via a plurality of routes

including a radio transmission roiate and an optical

transmission route when the second transmission mode

is selected;

10 the receiving apparatus multiplexing the

first signal part and the second signal part when

the first transmission mode is selected; and

the receiving apparatus diversity-

combining the information signal which is

15 transmitted via the plurality of routes when the

second transmission mode is selected.

According to the invention^ a first

transmission mode in which transmission capacity is

doubled and a second transmission mode in which

20 communication quality is maintained can be used

selectively

.

In the information transmission method/

the first transmission mode may be selected when

transmission routes between the sending apparatus

25 and the receiving apparatus are in a first condition,

and the second transmission mode may be selected

when the transmission routes between the sending

apparatus and the receiving apparatus are in a

second condition which is worse than the first

30 condition.

In this method, the condition of the

transmission routes is, for example, magnitude of

propagation loss (or atmospheric attenuation) in the

transmission routes. The loss can be judged by

35 receive level of the receiving station for example,

A condition in which propagation loss is relatively

small can be called a first state, and a condition
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in which propagation loss is relarively large can be

called a second state.

According to the invention, when the

condition is good, transmission capacity can be

5 doubled by transmitting different signals by a radio

transmission route and an optical space transmiss ion

route. When the condition is not good;,

communication quality can be maintained by

transmuting the information signal via the two

10 routes which are the radio transmission route and

the optical space transmission route.

The above-object is also achieved by a

sending apparatus including:

a radio signal modulation part for

15 modulating an information signal;

a radio signal transmitter for

transmitting the information signal which is

modulated as a radio signal; and

an optical signal transmitter for

20 transmitting the information signal which is

modulated as an optical signal-

According to the invention, since the

information signal is transmitted by two systems for

the radio signal and the optical signal and the

25 signals are diversity-combined in the receiving

station, even when one of signals in the two systems

is largely attenuated due to rain or fog, other

signal is not largely attenuated. Therefore,

resistance to both of rain and fog can be improved.

30 • The sending apparatus may further

includes

:

a signal conversion part for converting

the information signal which is modulated to a radio

signal of an intermediate frequency band;

35 a frequency conversion part for converting

frequency band of the radio signal to a radio

frequency band;



an optical signal conversion part for

converting the radio signal of the intermediate

frequency band to an optical signal.

According to the invention^ since a signal

5 to be applied to the electrical/optical converter

becomes a radio signal of in-terinediate frequency-

band, it becomes unnecessary to use a device

applicable to high frequency band in which operating

frequency characteristic is radio frequency band as

10 the electrical/optical converter. Thus, cost

performance can be improved.

The sending apparatus may further

includes

:

a digital signal conversion part for

15 converting the information signal to a digital

signal

;

an analog signal converter for converting

the digital signal into a radio signal of an analog

signal format; and

20 an optical signal conversion part for

converting the digital signal to an optical signal.

According to the invention, transmission

power can be decreased by using digital transmission

in the optical space transmission section. Thus

^

25 apparatuses can be simpler and cost performance can

be improved.

The sending apparatus may further

includes

:

a signal dividing part for dividing the

30 information signal into a first signal part and a

second signal part;

wherein the radio signal transmitter

transmits the first signal part as a radio signal^

and the optical signal transmitter transmits the

35 second signal part as an optical signal.

The above-object is also achieved by a

sending apparatus including:



a mode selection part for selecting one of

a first transmission mode and a second transmission

mode ,

a signal dividing part for dividing an

5 information signal into a first signal part and a

second signal part;

radio signal modulation parts for

modulating the first signal part and the second

signal part;

10 a control part for controlling the sending

apparatus such that the first signal part is

transmitted as a radio signal and the second signal

part is transmitted as an optical signal when the

first transmission mode is selected;

15 the control part controlling the sending

apparatus such that the information signal is

transmitted via a plurality of routes including a

radio transmission route and an optical transmission

route when the second transmission mode is selected,

20 In the sending apparatus, the mode

selection part may select the first transmission

mode when transmission routes between the sending

apparatus and a receiving apparatus at the other end

are in a first condition, and the mode selection

25 part may select the second transmission mode when

the transmission routes are in a second condition

which is worse than the first condition.

The above-object is also achieved by a

receiving apparatus including:

30 a radio signal receiver for receiving a

radio signal transmitted and outputting a first

signal

;

an optical signal receiver for receiving

an optical signal and outputting a second signal;

35 and

a signal combining part for combining the

first signal and the second signal, and regenerating
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the information signa.1 ,

The receiving apparatus may further

includes

;

a mode selection part for selecting one of

5 a first transmission mode and a second transmission

mode

;

wherein the first signal and the second

signal are multiplexed when the first transmission

mode IS selected, and the first signal and the

10 second signal are diversity-combined by the signal

combining part when the second transmission mode is

selected.

In the receiving apparatus, the mode

selection part may select the first transmission

15 mode when transmission routes between the sending

apparatus and the receiving apparatus are in a first

condition, and the mode selection part may select

the second transmission mode when the transmission

routes between the sending apparatus and the

20 receiving apparatus are in a second condition which

is worse than the first condition.

By using the sending apparatus and the

receiving apparatus, the information transmission

system can be provided, and the above^-mentioned

25 effects can be obtained.

nu jv.rr DESCRIPTTOM OF THF, DRAWINGS

other objects, features and advantages of

the present invention will become more apparent from

30 the following detailed description when read in

conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in

which:

Figs,lA and IB is block diagrams showing

conventional optical space transmission apparatuses;

35 Fig.2A is a block diagram of a

conventional radio transmission system, and fig.2B

is a block diagram of a conventional optical space
,
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transmission system;

Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing a.n

example of a first embodiment of the present

invention in which plurality of optical receivers

5 are provided in the receiving station;

Fig- 4 is a block diagram showing an

example of the first embodiment of the present

invention in which plurality of optical transmitters

are provided in the sending station (1)

;

10 Fig, 5 is a block diagram showing an

example of the first embodiment of the present

invention m which plurality of optical transmitters

are provided in the sending station (2)

;

Fig- 6 is a block diagram showing an

15 example of the first embodiment of the present

invention in which plurality of optical transmitters

and plurality of optical receivers are provided (1)

;

Fig. 7 is a block diagram showing an

example of the first embodiment of the present

20 invention in which plurality of optical transmitters

and plurality of optical receivers are provided (2)

;

Fig- 8 is a block diagram showing an

example of the first embodiment of the present

invention in which plurality of optical transmitters

25 are provided and a part of sending signals is

delayed (1)

;

Fig -9 is a block diagram showing an

example of the first embodiment of the present

invention in which plurality of optical transmitters

30 are provided and a part of sending signals is

delayed (2)

;

Fig. 10 is a block diagram showing an

example of the first embodiment of the present

invention in which plurality of optical transmitters

35 and plurality of optical receivers are provided and

a part of send signals is delayed (1)

;

Fig. 11 is a block diagram showing an
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example of the first embodiment of the present

invention in which plurality of optical transmitters

and plurality of optical receivers are provided and

a part of send signals is delayed (2) ;

5 Fig- 12 is a block diagram showing an

example of the first embodiment of the present

invention in which an optical transmitter and an

optical receiver are provided and a delay circuit is

provided in the sending station

;

10 Figs.l3A and 13S are block diagrams

showing radio signal modulation parts

;

Pigs.l4A and 14B are block diagrams

showing radio signal processing parts;

Figs.l5A-15C are block diagrams showing

15 diversity radio signal processing parts;

Figs-16A-l6C are block diagrams showing

diversity combining parts;

Figs.l7A-17C are block diagrams showing

baseband diversity equalization combining parts (1)

;

20 Fig. 18 is a block diagram showing the

baseband diversity equalization combining part (2)

;

Fig. 19 is a block diagram of an

information transmission system of an example 2--1 of

a second embodiment of the present invention;

25 Fig. 20 is a block diagram of the

information transmission system of an example 2-2 of

the second embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 21 is a block diagram of the

information transmission system of an example 2-3 of

30 the second embodiment of the present invention;

Figs,22A-22C show example block diagrams

of a diversity radio signal processing part 113;

Figs . 23A-'23C show example block diagrams

of a diversity combining part;

35 Fig. 24 is a block diagram of the

* information transmission system of an example 2-4 of

the second embodiment oT the present invention;
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Fig.25 is a schematic diagram showing

switching states of distribution switches 603 and

606 when propagation loss in the propagation route

is relatively small

;

5 Figs,26A and 26B are schematic diagrams

showing switching states of the distribution

switches 603 and 606 when propagation loss in the

propagation route is relatively large; and

Fig. 27 is a block diagram of the

10 information transmission system of an example 2-5 of

the second embodiment of the present invention.

OETATLED DE5CI^TPrTOM OF THF. PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

In the following, embodiments of the

15 present invention will be described with reference

to figures. In the present invention, a sending

station sends a plurality of signals including an

optical signal, and a receiving station performs

signal processing such as diversity combining

20 processing, so that high quality signal transmission

becomes available. In the following, an embodiment

in which only optical signals are transmitted will

be described as a first embodiment^ and an

embodiment in which an optical signal and a radio

25 signal are transmitted will be described as a second

embodiment

.

<First embodiment>

In the following, the first

embodiment which relates to the first object of the

30 present invention will be described with reference

to figures. In this embodiment, like reference

numerals indicate like elements throughout the

several views . In this embodiment,

electrical/optical (E/0) converters and

35 optical/electrical (O/E) converters are not shown in

the figures

.

Figs. 3-5 show configurations of the



sending station and tTie receiving station in which a

plurality of optical transmitters or a plurality of

optical receivers are provided.

In the following examples, two optical

transmitters or two optical receivers are provided

for an example of a plurality of optical

transmitters or a plurality of optical receivers.

However, more optical transmitters or more optical

receivers can be provided.

In Fig. 3, in a sending station 10, an

information signal (data input signal) from an input

terminal 11 is converted into a radio modulation

signal by a radio signal modulation part 12. The

radio modulation signal is converted into an optical

signal and transmitted to the air by an optical

transmitter 13

.

In a receiving station 20, the transmitted

.optical signal is received by optical receivers 22^

and 222- The optical signal is converted into an

electrical signal in each of the optical receivers

22^ and 225. The outputs from the optical receivers

22j, and 222 diversity^combined and demodulated by

the diversity radio signal processing part 24. The

demodulated information signal (data output signal)

is output from the output terminal 21.

According to this example the input
information signal is converted into the radio
modulation signal and transmitted by optical

transmission. Thus, it becomes possible to perform
signal processing used in radio communication field
such as diversity technique and the like. As a

result^ communication quality can be further

improved

-

In Fig. 4, in the sending station 10, the

information signal from the input terminal 11 is

converted into a radio modulation signal by the

radio signal modulation part 12. The output is
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divided into a plurality of routes by a divider 14.

(Although the signal is divided into two in the

example shown in Fig. 4, the number of division is

not limited to two. The present invention can be

5 applied to more than two divisions. The same holds

true for the following examples.) Then, each of the

divided signals is converted into an optical signal

by optical transmitters 13-^ and 13^ and transmitted

to the air,

10 Each of the optical signals transmitted to

the air are received by an optical receiver 22 in

the receiving station and converted into electrical

signals. The electrical signals are equalized,

combined and demodulated by a radio signal

15 processing part 23 so that the signals are converted

to the original information signal. Then, the

converted signal is output from the output terminal

21,

Fig, 8 shows a modification of the

20 configuration shown in Fig. 4. In the configuration

shown in Fig. 8/ a delay circuit 16 is inserted

between one of outputs of the divider 14 and one of

the optical transmitters.

As shown in Fig* 8, by delaying the signal

25 output from one of outputs of the divider 14 and

optically transmitting the signal, time diversity

effect can be obtained in the receiving side.

Therefor, transmission quality can be further

improved

,

30 The delay circuit can be provided at

another output of the divider 14. In addition, when

there are a plurality of outputs of the divider^ a

plurality of delay circuits can be provided at

outputs of the divider where delays of each delay

35 circuit may be different.

In Fig, 5, in the sending station 10, an

information signal input from the input terminal 11
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is divided into a plurality of signals by a divider

15, Each of the divided signals are coaverted to a

radio modulation signal by radio signal modulation

parts 12, and 12^. Each of the outputs is converted

5 into an optical signal and is transmitted to the air

by an optical transmitter 13^ or IS^,.

The transmitted optical signals are

received by an optical receiver 22 in the receiving

station 20 and converted into electrical signals.

10 The electrical signals are equalized, combined and

demodulat-ed so that the electrical signals are

converted into the original information signal and

output from the output terminal 21.

Fig. 9 shows a modification of the

15 configuration shown in Pig. 5. As shown in Fig, 9^ a

delay circuit 16 is inserted between one of outputs

of the radio signal modulation parts 12^ and 122 (the

radio signal modulation part 12^ in the example of

Fig. 9) and one of the optical transmitters.

20 As shown in Fig. 9, by delaying the signal

output from the radio signal modulation part 12^ and

optically transmitting the signal, time diversity

effect can be obtained in the receiving side.

Therefor, transmission quality can be further

2 5 improved.

The delay circuit can be provided at

another output of the radio signal modulation parts.

In addition, when there are more than two divisions,

delay circuits which have different delays can be

3 0 provided at the outputs of the radio signal

modulation parts.

Figs, 6 and 7 show configurations m which

a plurality of optical transmitters are provided in

the sending station and a plurality of optical

35 receivers are provided in the receiving station.

In the sending station shown in Fig. 6, the

output of the radio signal modulation part 12 is



divided so that optical transmitters 13^ and are

provided. As for the sending station 10 of Fig, 7,

the inforiuation signal input from the input terminal

11 is divided into two signals each of which signals

5 is transmitted to the air by the optical transmitter

13i or 132 radio signal modulation part 12^^

or 122-

In the receiving station 20 shown in

Figs . 6 and 7, optical signals received by optical

10 receivers 22j_ and 222 are converted into electrical

signals. The electrical signals are equalized and

diversity-combined by a diversity radio signal

processing part 24,

Figs. 10 and 11 show modifications of

15 Figs.S and 7 respectively, where the delay circuit

16 is inserted in one of the branches. According to

the configurations shown in Figs. 10 and 11, same

signals are transmitted from the sending station 10

at different times so that time diversity effect can

20 also be obtained in the receiving station 20. Thus,

transmission quality can be further improved.

In Fig, 12, the information signal input

from the input terminal 11 is converted into a radio

signal by the radio signal modulation part 12, The

25 output is divided into two signals by a divider 17,

One signal is delayed by a delay circuit 18 and

combined with another signal by a multiplexer 19.

The multiplexed signal is converted into an optical

signal and transmitted to the air by the optical

30 transmitter 13.

In the receiving station 20, the optical

signal from the sending station 10 is received by

the optical receiver 22 and converted into an

electrical signal. The output is equalized and

35 combined by the radio signal processing part 23.

Thus, the original information signal is obtained

and output from the output terminal 21,
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According to the conf iguration shown in

Fig, 12, the radio modulation signal is divided, one

of the divided signals is delayed and multiplexed

with another divided signal. Then, the multiplexed

5 signal is transmitted. The signal is equalized and

combined m the receiving station . Accordingly

,

time diversity effect can be obtained

.

Figs.lSA and 13B shows configurations of

the radio signal modulation part in Figs. 3-12.

10 Fig.l3A shows the radio signal modulation

part for baseband transmission.

In this configuration, an input

information Signal is converted into a baseband

modulation signal including I (In Phase) component^

15 and Q (Quadrature Phase) component by a baseband

radio modulation part 33, Then, the I component and

the Q component are orthogonally modulated by the

orthogonal modulation part 34. Then, the baseband

modulation signal is output from the output terminal

20 32,

Fig.l3B shows the radio signal modulation

part for intermediate frequency band or radio

frequency band transmission. In this configuration,

output from the orthogonal modulation part 3 4 is

25 converted into a desired frequency band by a local

oscillator 3S and a frequency converter 35 and the

converted signal is output from the output terminal

32.

Fig3.14A and 14B show the radio signal

30 processing part in Figs. 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, That is,

the radio signal processing part is used in the

receiving station which includes one optical

receiver

.

Fig.l4A shows a configuration for baseband

35 transmission. An input baseband radio modulation

signal is orthogonally detected by an orthogonal

detection part 43 so that the I and Q components are
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output. As for th^ I component and the Q component,

direct wave component and delay wave component are

equalized and combined by an equalizer 44, Then^

the I component and the Q component are converted

5 into the original information by a baseband
demodulation part 45,

Fig,14B shows a configuration for

intermediate frequency band or radio frequency band
transmission. An input radio signal of the

10 intermediate frequency band or the radio frequency

band is converted into a baseband signal by a

frequency converter 46 and a local oscillator 47,

The output is converted into the original

information signal by the orthogonal detection part

15 43, the equalizer 44 and the baseband demodulation
part 45.

Figs . 15A*-15C shows examples of the

diversity radio signal processing part in the case

where the receiving station includes a plurality of

20 optical receivers as shown in Figs. 3, 6, 1, 10 , 11,

Fig.lSA shows the diversity radio signal

processing part for baseband transmission. Each of

input baseband radio signals is orthogonally

detected in an orthogonal detection part SS^ or 53^

25 so that I and Q components are output. The outputs

from the orthogonal detection parts 53^ and SSj are

equalized and diversity-combined by a baseband

diversity equalization combining part 54. Then, the

output from the baseband diversity equalization

30 combining part 54 is converted into original

information signal by a baseband demodulation part

53 and the information signal is output,

Figs.lSB and 15C are for intermediate

frequency band or radio frequency band transmission,

35 Fig.lSB is the diversity radio signal

processing part which performs diversity combining

in the intermediate frequency band or the radio
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frequency band.

A plurality of input radio signal3 of the

intermediate frequency band or radio frequency band

are diversity combined by a diversity combining part

5 56. The output is converted into a baseband signal

by a frequency converter 57 and a local oscillator

58 and is equalised by an equalizer 59 via an

orthogonal detection part 53. Then, the original

information signal is obtained by the baseband

10 demodulation part 55 and output from the output

terminal 52.

Fig.lSC shows the diversity radio signal

processing part for performing diversity combining

by baseband.

15 A plurality of input radio signals of the

intermediate frequency band or the radio frequency

band are converted into desired intermediate

frequency signals by frequency converters 57^, 57

2

and the local oscillator 58. Then, the signals are

20 orthogonally detected by the orthogonal detection

parts 53i and 53^- outputs are equalized and

diversity^combined by the diversity equalization

combining part 54 and converted into the original

information signal by the baseband demodulation part

25 55. The original information signal is output from

the output terminal 52

,

Figs.l6A-16C show examples of the

diversity combining part shown in Fig.lSB which

performs diversity combining by intermediate

3 0 frequency band or radio frequency band.

Fig.lSA shows a configuration for maximum

ratio combining. In this configuration^ amplitude

and phase of signals input from input terminals 61^

and 6I2 are detected by amplitude phase detection

35 parts 63^ and SSj- On the basis of the amplitude and

the phase detected by the amplitude phase detection

parts 63i and 632, the amplitude and the phase are



controlled by amplitude phase controllers 64^ and 64^

such that the signals are combined in the same phase
and same level, Then^ the signals are combined,

Fig.lSB shows a configuration for

5 selection combining. Levels of signals input from

the input terminals 61^ and 6I2 are detected by
amplitude detection parts 66^ and SSj. The amplitude

detection parts 661 and 663 control a switch 57

according to the detected level such that the higher

10 level signal is switched to the output terminal 62-

Fig,16C shows a configuration for equal

gain combining wherein input signals are combined by

the multiplexer 65 and output,

Figs,17A^17C show examples of the baseband

15 diversity equalization combining part in Fig.l5A and

Fig.lSC in which diversity combining is performed by

baseband.

Fig.l7A shows a configuration for maximum

ratio combining, Fig.l7B shows a configuration for

20 selection combining. Fig.l7C shows a configuration

for equal gain combining. In each configuration,

after input 1^ Q component signals are equalized by

equalisers 73i and 73^, maximum ratio combining,

selection combining or equal gain combining is

25 performed in the same way as shown in Figs . 16A-16C

.

Fig. 18 shows another example of the

baseband diversity equalization combining part used

in Fig. ISA and Fig.lSC.

This example applies a decision feedback

30 type transversal combining diversity. The operation

of this configuration will be described in detail in

the following.

This example shown in Fig. 18 is for two

branch diversity (K^2) , However, in the following,

35 a case having K branch diversity which uses K

optical receivers will be described.

In Fig. 18, the feed forward filters 83^



and 83^ (FFF) which corresponds to each receive
branch and the feedback filter 88 (FBF) are formed
by complex transversal filter since the filters deal
with IQ baseband signal which are orthogonally
detected from modulation radio signal.

Timing and phase of signals received by
each diversity branch may be different for each
signal due to delay time difference of transmission
lines. Therefore, fractional interval type can be
used" as the FFF such that timing jitter can be
absorbed. The FBF may be symbol time interval of
modulation signal

.

In the following description, half of
symbol time is used as the FFF time interval. In
addition, the following description is for K branch
diversity in which K optical receivers receive
incoming optical signals.

In K optical receivers, a radio modulation
signal output from Kth optical receiver is input to
the orthogonal detection part (for example, the
orthogonal detection part 53 in Fig.lSA, Fig.l5C)
and is orthogonally detected. After orthogonal
detection, the radio modulation signal becomes a

baseband signal having in-phase component (I

component) and quadrature component (Q component)

,

By sampling the I, Q baseband signals by using A/D
converters (not shown in the figure) , sampling value
series of complex baseband signal are obtained and
input to the input terminals 81^ and 8I2.

Since the PFF in this embodiment uses half
of the symbol time as the time interval, when symbol
interval is T, sampling values of complex baseband
signal of T/2 time interval are used as the input
signal sampling series. When assuming that the
input signal sampling series at time t^iT in the Kth
branch is input signal vector X„(i),

V(i)-[y.'(i) y,^(i-l/2) -y/ti-fN.-l) /2) ] (1) ,
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wherein * indicates complex conjugate, indicates

tap number of FFF, Tap coefficient vector W^li) of

the FFF corresponding to the Kth branch can be

represented as

5 W,"(i)-[W^^,"(0) W,^i'(l)-" W,^,'(N,-1)] (2),

In addition, assuming that judgment value,

that is, input value to the FBF is d{i), tap signal

Xc(i) of FBF is represented by

Xo(i) = [d*(i-l) d*(i-2)'"d*(i-Na)] (3), wherein
10 Na is the tap number of FBF. Tap coefficient W^d)

of FBF is represented .as

Wo^i)-[W,^/{0) Wo^/{l)- Wo^i*(Na)] (4),

Signal vector X(i) obtained from the

equations (1) and (3) and tap coefficient vector

15 W(i) obtained from the equations (2) and (4) can be

defined as follows.

X^(i) = [Xo'(i) X,«{i) X,^i)] (5)

W^(i) = [Wo'{i) W,"(i) w/(i)] (6)

These are M dimension vector in which M=2Np+Na, A
20 predicted value W(i-l) obtained at time i-1 is used

as the tap coefficient to be used at time i- Thus,

input signal y(i) to the judgement part is

represented as

y(i}- W(i-l) X{i) (7) ,

25 A pre-es timation error at (i) can be
represented by the following equation by using d(i)."

a (i)=d{i)-y(i) (3)

When RLS {Recursive Least Squares)

algorithm is applied by using these variables, the

30 tap coefficient vector W(i-l) can be updated in the

following way.

P (0)- 5 -^I (9a)

W{0)-[01 Ob)
k(i)-{ X-^P (i-l)X{i) }/{l+:a.-^xNi) P (i-l)X{i) } (10a)

35 a (i)=d{i)-W"(i-l)X(i) (10b)

W(i)=W(i-l)+k(i) a*(i) (10c)

P(i)==-l"^P(i-l) -X-^k(i)X^{i) P (i-l) (lOd)
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wherein the equations (9a) and (9t)) indicate an

initial condition, 6 is a small positive rsa.1

number, P(i) is MXN square ma-trix, I is a unit
matrix, [0] is zero vector, the equations (10a)

~

5 (lOd) are sequential equations, X is forgetting
coefficient, and k:(i) is Kalman coefficient.

According to the above-mentioned operation,

complex baseband signal processing is performed for

each diversity branch corresponding to input signal

10 from each optical receiver. Thus, equalized
diversity coinbining can be realized-

In addition, according to the present

invention, other algorithms such as LMS (Least Mean

Squares) algorithm can be used as the adaptive

IS algorithm-

In the decision feedback type transversal

combining diversity^ transmission line distortion

can be removed by adjusting the tap coefficient by

using the adaptive algorithm for the transmission ,

20 route including optical space propagation route.

Therefore, distortion in optical space propagation
route such as spot dancing, beam bending,

scintillation; propagation delay distortion and the

like can be corrected so that transmission quality

2 5 can be improved.

The key feature is that, instead of

correcting the optical modulation signal directly,

information signal is converted to radio modulation

signal and the radio modulation signal is

30 transmitted, and the distortion of the optical space

propagation route can be corrected by signal

processing for radio baseband signal.

As mentioned above, according to the first

embodiment, the information signal is modulated into

35 baseband signal and transmitted by the air optically

in a communication system m which optical space

transmission is used to connect points. Thus, the
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signai processing technxque used in radio
communication such as equalization, diversity
combining and the like can be applied. As a result,
degradation of transmission quality and line

5 disconnection due to humidity and temperature
fluctuations of the air can be decreased. Therefore,
a high quality optical space transmission system, a
high quality optical space transmission method and a
high quality optical space transmission apparatus

10 can be provided.

<Second embodiment>
Next, a second embodiment of the present

invention corresponding to the second object will be
described with reference to accompanying figures.

15 The second embodiment will be described by using
examples from 2-1 to 2-5. Like reference numerals
indicate like elements throughout the several views.

In the second embodiment, the object is
achieved by combining optical space transmission in

20 the first embodiment and radio transmission,
(Example 2-1)

In the following, a configuration and an
operation of an information transmission system of
the present invention will be described with
reference to Fig, 19.

Firsts a configuration of an information
transmission system of this example will be
described. A sending station 101 includes a radio
signal modulation part 102 which converts input data
(information signal) into a radio modulation signal
of radio frequency band, a divider 103 which divides
a radio modulation signal into two routes, a radio
transmitter 105 which sends a radio modulation
signal to an antenna 104 to the air, an

35 electrical/optical (E/O) converter lOS which
converts the radio modulation signal to an optical
signal, and an optical transmitter 107 which sends

25

30



the optical signal to tha air-

The receiving station 103 includes a radio

receiver 110 which receives a radio signal via an

antenna 109, an optical receiver 111 which receives

an optical signal, an optical/electrical (0/E)

converter 112 which converts a received optical

signal into an electrical sxgnal, a diversity radio

signal processing part 113 which converts radio

signals input from two routes into original data

(information signal) by performing diversity

combining and demodulation.

The divider 103 outputs a radio modulation

signal to the radio transmitter 105 and an E/0

converter 106. The diversity radio signal

processing part 113 performs diversity combining

processing on an output from the radio receiver 110

and an output from the 0/E converter 112 . The

configuration of the diversity radio signal

processing part 113 of this example will be

described later.

Next, an operation of the information

transmission system 100 will be described. In the

sendxng station 101, data (information signal) input

from the input terminal is converted into a radio

modulation signal of radio frequency band by the

radio signal converter 102, and the radio modulation
signal is input to the radio transmitter 105 and the

E/0 converter 106 by the divider 103.

The radio modulation signal input to the

radio transmitter 105 is sent to the air via the

antenna 104, The radio modulation signal input to

the E/0 converter 106 is converted into an optical

signal, and sent to the air by the optical

transmitter 107.

The radio signal which is sent is received

by the radio receiver 110 via the antenna 109 and is

output to the diversity radio signal processing part
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113, On the other hand, in the receiving station

108, a transmitted optical signal is received by the

optical receiver 111, converted into an electronic

signal by the 0/E converter 112, and the electrical

5 signal is output to the diversity radio signal

processing part 113.

The radio signal output from the radio

receiver 110 and the radio signal output from the

0/E converter 112 are diversity-combined by the

10 diversity radio signal processing part 113- In

addition, the signals are demodulated into original

data (information signal) , and the data is output to

the output terminal.

As mentioned above, according to this

15 embodiment, the same information signal is spatially

transmitted by using two transmitting systems for

transmitting a radio signal and transmitting an

optical signal, and the receiving station diversity-

combines received signals of the two systems. Thus,

20 if one signal of the two systems is largely

attenuated due to rain or fog, another signal is not

attenuated largely- Therefore, resistance to both

of rain and fog can be improved.

In addition, even when both signals of the

25 two systems are attenuated due to fog and rain,

communication quality can be improved by diversity^

combining both signals in the receiving station,

(example 2-2)

Next, an information transmission system

30 of an example 2-2 of the present invention will be

described with reference to Fig. 20. Fig, 20 is a

block diagram of the information transmission system

of the example 2-2 of the present invention.

This example is the same as the example 2-

35 1 basically. However, in this example, the sending

station converts input data (information signal) to

a radio modulation signal of intermediate frequency
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band. In Fig. 20, the same numbers are assigned to

the same components as those of the example 2-1.

In a sending station 201 in an information

transmxssion system 200 of this example, an radio

5 signal modulation part 202 converts input data

(information signal) into a radio modulation signal

of intermediate frequency band, A frequency

converter 2 03 converts frequency of the radio

modulation signal from the intermediate frequency

10 band to radio frequency band.

In a receiving station 204, a frequency

converter 205 converts frequency of input radio

modulation signal from the radio frequency band to

the intermediate frequency band. The configuration

15 of the diversity radio signal processing part 113

will be described later in detail.

Accordingly, by converting input data

(information signal) into the radio modulation

signal of the intermedxate frequency band before the

20 data is input to the divider 103, frequency band of

the radio modulation signal input to the E/0

converter 10 6 becomes the intermediate frequency

band. Accordingly, operating frequency

characteristic of an E/0 conversion device which

25 forms the E/0 converter 106 is not necessarily

applicable to high frequency band. Thus, it becomes

possible to adopt a cheaper device. This is also

true for the 0/E converter 112 in the receiving

station 204.

30 According to this example, since signal

processing is performed such that frequency band of

the radio modulation signal input to the E/0

converter and the 0/E converter is converted into

the intermediate frequency band, cost performance

35 can be improved.

(example 2-3)

Next, an information transmission system



of an example 2-3 of the present invention will be
described with reference to Fig, 21. Fig, 21 is a

block diagram of the inforxaation transmission system
of the example 2-3 of the present invention.

This example is the same as the example 2-

1 basically. However, input data (informatxon
signal) is converted into a digital signal in the
sending station. in Fig. 21, the same numbers are
assigned to the same components as those of the
example 2-1.

In a sending station 301 in an information
transmission system 300 of this example, a digital
modulation part 302 converts input data (information
signal) to a radio modulation signal by digital
signal processing, and the radio modulation signal
is output as a digital signal. A digital/analog
(D/A) converter 303 converts * input radio modulation
signal from a digital signal to an analog signal, A
frequency converter 304 converts frequency of the
radio modulation signal which is the input analog
signal into radio frequency band- A signal
converter 305 converts the radio modulation signal
which is the input digital signal into a signal
format (level, clocks and -the like) suitable for
optical communication

.

In a receiving station 306, a frequency
converter 307 converts frequency of the input radio
modulation s ignal from the radio frequency band to
baseband. An analog/ digital (A/D) converter 308
converts the radio modulation signal which is the
input analog signal into an digital signal. A
signal converter 309 converts input radio modulation
signal into a signal format for diversity processing.
The configuration of the diversity radio signal
processing part 113 will be described later in

detail

.

As mentioned above, by converting input
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data into a digital signal before the data is input

to the divider 103, digital transmission is

performed in the optical space transmission section

.

Thus, necessary power for transmission becomes lower

5 than the optical space transmission of the radio

modulation signal in radio frequency band and

intermediate frequency band.

According to this embodiment^ it becomes

possible to decrease transmission power by using

10 digital transmission in the optical space

transmission section. Therefore, the apparatus can

become simple and cost performance can be improved.

In the following, the diversity radio

signal processing part used in the examples 2-1 - 2-

15 3 will be described in detail. Figs.22A"22C show

example block diagrams of the diversity radio signal

processing part 113- Fig,22A shows a configuration

for performing radio frequency band (or intermediate

frequency band) combining processing for performing

20 radio transmission by the radio frequency band (or

intermediate frequency band) (in the example 2-1 or

2--2) , Fig.22B shows a configuration for performing

digital combining processing for radio transmission

by the radio frequency band (or intermediate

25 frequency band) (in the example 2-1 or 2-2) .

Fig,22C shows a configuration for digital

transmission (in the example 2-3) , In the

configurations, diversity combining processing in

the diversity combining part 401 will be described

30 later.

In Fig. 22a, two input radio modulation

signals of radio frequency band (or intermediate

band) are diversity-combined by the diversity

combining part 401, and demodulated into original

35 data (information signal) by a radio signal

demodulation part 402, In the demodulation by the

radio signal demodulator 402, the radio frequency



band is converted to baseband in the example 2-1,
The intermediate frequency band is converted into
baseband in the example 2-2.

In Fig,'22B, each of two input radio
modulation signals of radio frequency band is

converted into a signal of intermediate frequency
band by the frequency converter 403. Then, the
signal is converted into a digital signal by the A/D
converter 404, Then, the signals are diversity-
combined by the diversity combining part 401^ and
demodulated into original data (information signal)
by the digital demodulation part 405.

If a signal of the radio frequency band is
input into the A/D converter, load of the A/D
converter becomes large. Thus, the frequency
converter 403 is provided to decreasing the load.
Therefore, in the example 2-2, since the radio
signal input to the diversity radio signal
processing part 113 is already a signal of
intermediate frequency band, the frequency converter
403 is unnecessary.

In Fig,22C, two input radio modulation
signals which are digital signals are diversity^
combined by the diversity combining part 401, and
demodulated into original data (information signal)
by a digital demodulation part 405-

Next/ configuration examples of the
diversity combining part 401 in the above
configurations (Figs . 22A-22C) will be described with
reference to Figs , 23A-23C . Fig.23A shows a

configuration when the diversity combining part 401
performs maximum ratio combining, Fig.23B shows a

configuration when the diversity combining part 401
performs selection combining, and Fig-23C shows a

configuration when the diversity combining part 401
performs equal gain combining.

In Fig.23A, for each of input two signals.



amplitude and phase are detected by an

amplitude/phase detection part 501, In addition^
amplitude and phase are controlled on the basis of
amplitude and phase which are detected by the
amplitude/phase controllers 502 such that signals
phase and level of the two signals becomes the same
and the signals are combined and output by a

multiplexer 503

.

In Fig.23B, for each of input two signals
amplitude is detected by amplitude detection parts
504, and higher level signal is output by a

switching part SOS.

In addition, in Fig.23C, input two signals

are combined by the multiplexer 503 and output.

Each of the configurations of the
diversity radio signal processing part 113 may
perform any kind of above-mentioned diversity
combining processing, in which any combination can
be taken.

In addition, the radxo signal modulation
part and the diversity radio signal processing part
in the first embodiment can be applied to each

example of the second embodiment,

(example 2-4)

Next, an information transmission system
of the example 2-4 of the present invention will be

described. Fig. 24 shows a block diagram of an

information transmission system 600 of the example
2-4 of the present invention.

The configuration of this example is the

same as that of the example 2-1 basically. However,

in this example, signals are transmitted by using
two transmission systems each of which systems

conveys di fferent signal so as to increase

transmission capacity when atmospheric attenuation

is relatively small such as in fine weather, that is

when propagation loss in transmission routes is



relatively sraall - In Fig. 24, thfi 3ame numbers are

assigned to the same components as those of the

example 2-1,

In a sending station 601 in Fig. 24,

5 multiplexer/demultiplexer (MUX/DEMUX) 602 divides an

input signal into a plurality of signals (two

signals in this case) . Each of the divided signals

is output to the radio signal modulation part 102,

A switching control part 504 controls switching of

10 output destination of a distribution switch 603 , and

•the distribution switch 603 outputs input radio

modulation signals to a radio transmitter 105 or an

E/0 converter 105.

In a receiving station 605, a switching

15 control part 607 controls switching of output

destination of a distribution switch 606, and the

distribution switch 606 outputs an input radio

modulation signal to one of a plurality of diversity

radio processing parts (two in this case) 113. The

20 MUX/DEMUX 608 multiplexes signals which are divided

original data signals each of which are combined and

demodulated by each diversity radio signal

processxng part so as to output complete original

data (information signal)

.

25 In the following, a distribution method by

the distribution switch 603 and 606, that is, a

switching control method by the switching control

part 604 and 607 will be described with reference to

Fxgs,25, 26A and 26B. Fig. 25 is a schematic diagram

30 showing switching states of the distribution

switches 603 and 606 when propagation loss in the

propagation route is relatively small (when

condition of the propagation route is good due to

good weather). Figs.26A and 26B are schematic

35 diagrams showing switching states of the

distribution switches 603 and 606 when propagation

loss in the propagation route is relatively large



(when condition of the propagation route is bad due

to rain or fog) . Here, signals which are divided

from an information signal by the MUX/DEMUX 602 in

the sending station 501 will be callsd a first

5 signal part and a second signal part. In addition,

one of the two diversity radio signal processing

parts 113 in the receiving station 605 will be

called a first diversity radio signal processing

part 113 and another will be called a second

10 diversity radio signal processing part 113*

As shown in Fig. 25, when propagation loss

of the propagation route is relatively small, the

switching control part 604 in the sending station

601 controls the distribution switch 603 such that

15. the first signal part of the information signal is

output to a radio transmission route and the second

signal part is output to an optical space

transmission route -

The switching control part 607 in the

20 receiving station 605 controls the distribution

switch 606 such that the signal received from the

radio transmission route is output to the first

diversity ' radio signal processing part 113 and the

signal received from the optical space transmission

25 route is output to the second diversity radio signal

processing part 113, That is, in this case,

combining processing is not performed in each

diversity radio signal processing part 113. Only

multiplexing by the MtJX/DEMUX 608 is performed.

30 According to the above-mentioned

configuration, when propagation loss in the

propagation route is relatively small so that

condition of the route is good, transmission

capacity can be doubled by transmitting different

35 signals by using the radio transmission route and

the opuical space transmission route.

On the other hand, when the propagation
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loss in the propagation route is relatively large,

the switching control part 604 in the sending

station 601 controls the distribution switch S03

such that the first signal part is output to the

5 radio transmission route and to the optical space

transmission route first as shown in Fig,26A. Next,

the switching control part 604 in the sending

station 601 controls the distribution switch 603

such that the second signal part is output to the

10 radio transmission route and to the optical space

transmission route as shown in Fig,26B-

The switching control part 607 in the

receiving station 507 controls the distribution

switch 606 such that the first signal parts received

15 from the radio transmission route and the optical

space transmission route are output to the first

diversity radio signal processing part 113 as shown

in Fig.26A. In addition, the switching control part

607 in the receiving station 607 controls the

20 distribution switch 606 such that the second signal

parts received from -the radio transmission route and

the optical space transmission route are output to

the second diversity radio signal processing part

113 as shown in Fig.26B- The first signal parts are

25 combined by the first diversity radio signal

processing part 113 and the second signal parts are

combined by the second diversity radio signal

processing part 113.

According to the above-mentioned

30 configuration^ when the propagation loss of the

propagation route is relatively large so that the

condition of the propagation route is bad, the same

information signal is sent by using the radio

transmission route and the optical space

35 transmission route^ and diversity combining

processing is performed In the receiving side.

Therefore, communication quality can be maintained.
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{Example 2-5)

Next, an information transmission system

Of the example 2-5 of the present invention will be

described with reference to Fig-27. Fig. 27 is a

5 block diagram of an information transmission system

900 of the example 2-5 of the present invention.

This example is basically the same as that

of the example 2-4. In this example, stations each

having the sending station and the receiving station

10 of the example 2-4 communicate each other in which

switching of distribution switches is controlled on

the basis of receive level in each station. In

Fig, 27, the same numbers as in the information

transmis.sion system of the example 2-4 in Fig. 24 are

15 assigned to the same components in this embodiment.

As shown in Fig- 27 which shows a case in

which communication stations 901 communicate with

each other, each communication station 901 includes

a send part 902 corresponding to the sending station

20 501 in Fig, 24, and a receive part 903 corresponding

to the receiving station 505,

The receive part 903 has a level detection

part 904 for monitoring receive, level of the radio

transmission route and the optical space

25 transmission route. The level detection part 904

judges the condition of the propagation route (that

is, magnitude of propagation loss), and judges

whether parallel (independent) transmission shown in

Fig. 25 should be performed or diversity transmission

30 shown in Figs,26A and 26B should be performed.

The judgment information is transferred to

the MUX/DEMUX 602 in the send part 902, and is sent

to the communication station at the other end with

data (information signal) . In the communication

35 station at the other end which received the judgment

information, the judgment information is separated

from the data (information signal) by the MUX/DEMUX
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608 of the receive part 903, and the judgment

information is sent to the distribution switch 603

of the send part 902 as a switching control signal.

The distribution switch 503 performs

5 switching such that the parallel transmission is

performed when it is judged that the condition of

the propagation route is good (propagation loss is

relatively small) , In addition, the distribution

switch 603 performs switching such that the

10 diversity transmission is performed when it is

judged that the condition of the propagation route

is bad {propagation loss is relatively large)

.

The judgment information output from the

level detection part 904 is also input to the

15 distribution switch 606 in the receive part 903, and

the same switching control is performed.

According to this example, a closed loop

is formed in which the judgment information based on

the receive level of the routes is returned to the

20 send part. The distribution switches of both of the

sending station and the receiving station can be

controlled in the same way

.

In the above-mentioned description , the

examples 2-4 and 2-5 use radio frequency band like

25 the example 2-1. However/ intermediate frequency

band can also be used like the example 2-2. In

addition, digital signal can also be used like the

example 2-3

.

In the examples 2-1 - 2-5, although a case

30 in which one radio transmission route and one

optical space transmission route are used' has been

described, the present invention is not limited to

these examples

.

In addition, in the examples 2-4 and 2-5,

35 although a case in which magnitude of propagation

loss, that is, condition of propagation route is

judged from receive level in the receiving station



has been described, tlie present invention is not

limited to this method. The condition of the

propagation route can be judged from other parameter,

and can be judged by using other methods.

5 In addition, in the examples 2-4 and 2-5,

although a case in which each of the first and

second 3ignal parts is transmitted by radio route

and optical route when propagation condition is bad

has been described, the information signal may not

10 be divided into the first and second signal parts

since the main purpose of this example is to

transmits the information signal by using the two

routes when propagation condition is bad.

Further, the diversity combining

15 processing can be performed by using other methods.

According to the information transmission

method of the second embodiment, even when one of

signals in the two systems is largely attenuated due

to rain or fog, other signal is not largely

20 attenuated. Therefore, resistance to both of rain

and fog can be improved. In addition, even when the

signals of the two systems are attenuated by rain

and fog, communication quality can be improved.

Further, transmission capacity can be

25 doubled, and a first transmission mode in which

transmission capacity is doubled and a second

transmission mode in which communication quality is

maintained can be used selectively.

Further, since a signal to be applied to

30 the electrical/optical converter is converted to a

radio signal of intermediate frequency band, it

becomes unnecessary to use a device applicable to

high frequency band in which operating frequency

characteristic is radio frequency band as the

35 electrical/optical converter. Thus, cost

performance can be improved.

Further, transmission power can be
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decreased by using digital transmission in the
optical space transmission section. Tlius,

apparatuses can be simpler and cost performance can
be improved.

The present invention is not limited to
the specifically disclosed embodiments, and
variations and modifications may be made without
departing from the scope of the invention.
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